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Wallingford Public Schools: Mission Statement
To inspire through innovative and engaging experiences that lead all learners to pursue and discover their
personal best.

Highland School: Mission Statement
To achieve our vision, we will guide our students to become independent learners with the tools necessary to
develop a love of learning. We will create a caring environment for our young learners supported by our school,
our staff, our families and our community.
Highland School: Vision
C.A.R. E. S.
Caring and Nurturing
A Love of Learning
Respectful and Responsible
Educating the Whole Child
Sense of Community and Belonging
With a strong partnership between faculty and our families, Highland students will:
pursue and discover their personal best through innovative and engaging experiences that lead all learners
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School Executive Summary
Fall 2021
Highland students returned to our building at the end of August full time. With many of the same infection control and mitigation
strategies in place, one major difference this August was that all students had to return to the building or elect to be homeschooled. The
full time virtual learning option was no longer available. Currently, we have 308 students learning in our building full time, including our
preschool students and WISE students. This full time return has been very positive, but not without creating some challenges. Highland
school staff continue to work hard every day closing learning gaps that have impacted all grade levels and all content areas, while
maintaining a physically safe learning space in a full capacity classroom. This is not easy. We are mindful of the stressors facing our
families, some of which have, or currently are, going through very difficult personal and/or professional stressors. Due to these stressors,
our work around the social emotional health of our students has never been more imperative. As a new administrator, I have worked
feverishly to maintain many long standing positive Highland traditions, while embedding new opportunities for staff climate, parent
communication and school-family connectedness. Some of these new initiatives include; daily school wide climate initiatives embedded
into morning announcements with school wide participation (Jokes, gratitude, wellness, positive shout outs and book reviews), weekly
parent communication, social meeting outreach, staff breakfasts and gratitude cards. Over the summer a weekly outdoor “Books with Mrs.
Banach” series was launched in an attempt to meet new students and families before school started through weekly social-emotional read
alouds. Individualized school tours were also given, as needed, to meet new families, especially students who were feeling apprehensive or
unsure around the return to school. Long standing traditions also remain at Highland, including the celebration of World Kindness Day,
Veteran’s day, working with Frank Picone, climate specialists.
Our most recent universal screening data revealed gaps in student learning. Academic focus in both ELA and Math is occurring, as we
target our instruction for intervention and special education students. This fall, we have streamlined our SRBI process to include the use of
Frontline RTI Direct. We have also fine tuned the process of bringing children of concern forward in a systematic and reliable way at both
the grade level and at the CORE SRBI level. A daily WIN (What I Need) block in each K-2 classroom allows for tiered intervention to occur
in a designated block of the day. Grade level teachers , instructional coaches, and interventionists are working collaboratively to develop
grade level instructional groups based on need and performance. Classroom teachers and instructional para educators also are working
with small groups during this time. In ELA, our focus is on structured literacy, phonological awareness, and phonics (decoding and
encoding). In math, our focus is on computational fluency and this fall we continue to fine tune the use of our running records. We have
engaged in professional development both at the building level and district wide with two different mathematician specialists. Our
Highland Lexia target usage has been about 90% in September.
Professional Development continues to focus on the use of structured literacy. At this time, 21 of our certified staff have been able to
complete, or are currently completing, Literacy HOW training. Our Literacy How consultant is actively engaged in assisting with
implementation, diagnostic tools for assessment, and selecting resources for instruction. A focus on implementation of a schoolwide vowel
song as well as increased attention to the development of oral language as the necessary pathway to writing.
Preschool teachers continued collaborative work around expanding curriculum units aligned to the Connecticut Early Learning standards.
They worked to design and use a new report card and continued discussion around assessment and the use of the CT DOTS assessment
tool. Highland currently has two full day four year old preschool classes.
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Implementation of the Second Step Curriculum in all classrooms continued to insure Tier 1 social emotional instruction and continuity of
language, strategies, and expectations throughout the school. Tier 2 and 3 SRBI groups for social skills are being implemented with the
school social worker and school psychologist with the DESSA screener driving our group formation. In addition a trauma focused support
group through the Child Guidance social workers will restart this fall at Highland. This provided great support to many students and their
families and helped to bridge home school partnerships.
As an early learning building, our goals are focused on building and growing the foundational skills in core content areas that will support
student learning. We strive to create learning opportunities that are engaging and student centered. This year we are fortunate to have
Literacy How consultants in our building 4 full days per week in addition to a full time instructional coach. Our language arts and math
coaches are present at Highland on a rotational 6 day cycle. As stated in our vision statement, we want to educate the “whole child” .
Therefore, we are not only concerned with academic skills, but also the social/emotional skills that will help our young learners become
confident citizens of the Highland community. Highland School will work in a collaborative manner with our families to sustain a learning
environment that welcomes everyone regardless of background, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, language and gender.
Academic:
LANGUAGE ARTS:
Highland STAR Reading & STAR Early Literacy Fall 2021-Spring 2022:
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PAST Fall 2021-Spring 2022 For K Highland Students:

PAST Fall 2021-Spring 2022 For 1st grade Highland Students:
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MATH:
Highland Math Fall 2021-Spring 2022:

School Executive Summary
Spring 2022
As our school year comes to a close, Highland students and staff have seen both academic and social emotional success during another
exceptional year. During this school year, staff have participated in professional learning opportunities such as Literacy How sessions as
well as social emotional and wellness professional development. Participation in the Literacy How training increased teacher knowledge
regarding identifying and supporting the difficulties that occur when learning to read. Teachers from the most recent cohorts benefited
from in-person coaching from the Literacy How mentors. We were also lucky to have our Literacy How consultant at Highland two days
per week, every other week, throughout the course of the year, in addition to our WPS literacy coach. When in classrooms, I observed
teachers first hand using symbols (hand gestures) for short and long vowels with students. Visual displays such as the Syllable House were
visible in several classrooms. During grade level collaboration, SRBI Core Team meetings and during PPT’s, teachers used their knowledge
from Literacy How to report on student progress. This year, because of 1:1 devices all students benefited from Lexia. Highland School usage
increased significantly from previous years and we remained at the top of the district for both time on Lexia and, most importantly, units
and levels gained for our students each week. The skill building included with daily Lexia usage was reflected in student progress in the
areas of writing and reading skills. Literacy How and Lexia are two of the many learning tools used at Highland this year that assisted in
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our academic growth. Our ELA scores continued to rise, across all grade levels, this year. As for math, we were busy this year learning from
two different math consultants, TJ Jemison and Ann Elise Records. Those two, coupled with our math coach, assisted in new ways to
approach problem solving, the ongoing use of running records. This work was also reflected in our academic data, which showed growth
school-wide, across all grade levels from fall to spring. All staff members participated in ongoing social emotional professional
development, identifying student and staff stressors and making a plan to manage your stressors while at school. This year, all staff
experienced a variety of stress so bringing staff mental health to the forefront of our priorities has proved helpful. Both our staff and family
climate surveys were incredibly positive this year! Our amazing Highland staff worked hard to create as “normal” a learning experience as
possible for all students. Student growth can be noted across all content areas. While there are still gaps for some students, overall solid
progress was noted. It was a challenging year. Both students and staff worked hard to maintain a positive learning environment under very
unique circumstances that changed quickly and often throughout the school year. I could not be more proud of what was accomplished
this year at Highland!
School Data Analysis - Reading
All Highland students will increase their academic achievement in
reading demonstrating growth with foundational skills,
comprehension, and content knowledge aligned to Wallingford’s
Standards in Literacy.
By the end of School Year (SY) 2021-20222, 100% of Highland
students will meet or exceed their target growth percentage.
Reading
A. 100% of students who scored in the 75th percentile or higher
on the Fall STAR Assessment will remain in at least the 75th
percentile or higher on the Spring STAR Assessment.
B. 100% of students who scored in the 74th - 50th percentile on
the Fall STAR Assessment will increase their percentile rank
by 7% or more on the Spring STAR Assessment.
C. 100% of students who scored in the 49th - 25th percentile on
the Fall STAR Assessment will increase their percentile rank
by 10% or more on the Spring STAR Assessment.
D. 100% of students who scored in the 24th percentile or below
on the Fall Star Assessment will increase their percentile
rank by 15% on the Spring STAR Assessment.

Fall Analysis:
62% of second grade students scored at or above benchmark on
STAR reading assessment.
89% of first grade students scored at or above benchmark on STAR
reading assessment.
0% of second graders scored at or above benchmark on STAR early
literacy assessment (100% of these students currently have an IEP).
49% of first graders scored at or above benchmark on STAR early
literacy assessment.

By the end of the school year, 100% of K and 1 students will increase
their percentage of mastered PAST skills.
PAST:
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A. 100% of students who scored in the 75th percentile or higher
on the PAST sub domain will remain in at least the 75th
percentile or higher on the Spring PAST Assessment.
B. 100% of students who scored in the 74th - 50th percentile on
the PAST sub domain will increase their percentile rank by
7% or more on the Spring PAST Assessment.
C. 100% of students who scored in the 49th - 25th percentile on
the PAST sub domain will increase their percentile rank by
10% or more on the Spring PAST Assessment.
D. 100% of students who scored in the 24th percentile or below
on the PAST sub domain will increase their percentile rank
by 15% on the Spring PAST Assessment.

18% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
spoken word.
63% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
rhyme recognition.
38% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
rhyme production.
77% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
syllable blending.
48% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
syllable segmentation.
27% of kindergartners have already mastered the concept of syllable
deletion.
36% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
phoneme isolation of initial sounds.
9% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of final
sounds.
78% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
blending.
65% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
segmentation.
72% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
deletion of initial sounds.
28% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
deletion of final sounds.
Winter Analysis:
STAR:
77% of second grade students scored at or above benchmark on
STAR reading assessment.
74% of first grade students scored at or above benchmark on STAR
reading assessment. (19 more 1st graders took Reading versus Early
Literacy this winter.)
0% of second graders scored at or above benchmark on STAR early
literacy assessment (100% of these students currently have an IEP).
61% of first graders scored at or above benchmark on STAR early
literacy assessment.
67% of kindergarten students scored at or above benchmark on
STAR early literacy assessment. This is the first time they took this
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assessment this year.
PAST:
59% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
spoken word.
86% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
rhyme recognition.
59% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
rhyme production.
98% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
syllable blending.
87% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
syllable segmentation.
54% of kindergartners have already mastered the concept of syllable
deletion.
82% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
phoneme isolation of initial sounds.
51% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of final
sounds.
97% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
blending.
94% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
segmentation.
95% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
deletion of initial sounds.
40% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
deletion of final sounds.
Spring Analysis:
STAR:
80% of second grade students scored at or above benchmark on
STAR reading assessment.
73% of first grade students scored at or above benchmark on STAR
reading assessment. (33 1st graders took Reading versus Early
Literacy this winter.)
0% of second graders scored at or above benchmark on STAR early
literacy assessment (100% of these students (2) currently have an
Highland School Improvement Plan 21-22
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IEP).
67% of first graders scored at or above benchmark on STAR early
literacy assessment.
84% of kindergarten students scored at or above benchmark on
STAR early literacy assessment. This is the first time they took this
assessment this year.
PAST:
81% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
spoken word.
93% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
rhyme recognition.
78% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of rhyme
production.
99% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
syllable blending.
91% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
syllable segmentation.
62% of kindergartners have already mastered the concept of syllable
deletion.
96% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of
phoneme isolation of initial sounds.
78% of kindergarteners have already mastered the concept of final
sounds.
99% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
blending.
100% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
segmentation.
99% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
deletion of initial sounds.
71% of 1st graders have already mastered the concept of phoneme
deletion of final sounds.
School Data Analysis - Mathematics
All Highland students will increase their academic achievement in
Highland School Improvement Plan 21-22
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math demonstrating growth with foundational and computational
skills and content knowledge aligned to Wallingford’s Standards in
Numeracy.
Math
A. 100% of students who scored in the 60th percentile or higher
on the Fall STAR Assessment will remain in at least the 60th
percentile or higher on the Spring STAR Assessment.
B. 100% of students who scored in the 59th - 25th percentile on
the Fall STAR Assessment will increase their percentile rank
by 10% on the Spring STAR Assessment.
C. 100% of students who scored in the 24th percentile or below
on the Fall Star Assessment will increase their percentile
rank by 15% on the Spring STAR Assessment.

57% of second grade students scored at or above benchmark on
STAR math assessment.
51% of first grade students scored at or above benchmark on STAR
math assessment.
Winter Analysis:
72% of second grade students scored at or above benchmark on
STAR math assessment.
82% of first grade students scored at or above benchmark on STAR
math assessment.
9 first and second graders qualified for math intervention this fall.
Spring Analysis:
75% of second grade students scored at or above benchmark on
STAR math assessment.
91% of first grade students scored at or above benchmark on STAR
math assessment.
Intervention Intervention Caseload 2021-2022
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Kindergarten:

Fall

Winter

Spring

Reading

Informal

11

11

Math

Informal

6

5

1st:

Fall

Winter

Spring

Reading

13

11

10

Math

8

5

4

2nd:

Fall

Winter

Spring

Reading

10

9

5

Math

7

3

3
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School Data Analysis - Wellness
Academic/Social/Emotional/Behavioral
(Discipline, Chronic Absenteeism, Truancy, Retention, SRBI, Referrals)
Chronic Absenteeism is defined as missing more than 10% of the total number of days enrolled during the school year for any reason
including excused and unexcused absences and in school/out of school suspensions. Truancy is defined as incurring 4 unexcused
absences within one month or 10 unexcused absences in the school year.

Chronic
Absenteeism

2019-2020
(as of March
2020)

2020-2021

2021-2022 (to
May 15, 2022)

Truancy

2019-2020
(as of March
2020)

2020-2021

2021-2022 (to
May 15, 2022)

K

9

5

12

K

3

6

8

1st

3

8

10

1st

2

6

7

2nd

5

10

19

2nd

4

10

12

Total

17

23

41

Total

9

22

38

Total %

5.9%

8.8%

14.8%

Total %

3.1%

7.6%

13.7%

Highland
Population

288

288

276

Highland
Population

288

288

276

Discipline Data is reflective of any student referred to the office for behavior or when the principal is called to the classroom to assist
SRBI Data is reflective of the number of students in Tier II or III that require additional services beyond Tier I instruction.

Retentions

2019-2020

2020-2021

K

4

1

2

1st

1

1

0
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SRBI Cases
Grade level

2019-2020
24

2020-2021
19

2021-2022
25

11

2nd
Total:

0

1

0

5

3

2

CORE

15

12

16

Total: 39

31

41

Wellness
All Highland students will increase their ability to be self regulated
children who are available for learning.
By the end of School Year (SY) 2021-2022, DESSA data will
demonstrate that each grade-level has decreased their percentage
of students in the NEED category by 5%. All students in the Typical
or Strength category will maintain or increase their score.
School Specific Indicator: By the end of School Year (SY) 2021-2022,
teachers will report an increase in their students’ ability to
self-regulate and demonstrate prosocial behavior in the classroom
setting.

Rationale:
Student social, emotional and behavioral comportment has never
been more challenging and more worrisome. Research shows that
the COVID-19 pandemic had an inverse effect on children’s mental
health. Students are suffering internationally, with Highland school
being no exception. Our DESSA screener, and an informal teacher
screener showed the following data:
Baseline data:
DESSA:
Grade:

% in Need
Category:

% in Typical
Category:

% in Strength
Category:

K- Fall

11%

57%

32%

K- Spring

8%

74%

18%

1st- Fall

20%

71%

9%

1st- Spring

19%

64%

17%

2nd- Fall

11%

53%

36%

2nd- Spring

11%

60%

30%

Highland SEL Teacher Likert Scale 2021-2022

Spring Data:
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All three grade levels (K, 1 & 2) saw a decrease in students in the
Need Category. In the spring, 92% of K, 81% of 1st and 90% of 2nd
graders at Highland fell into the Typical or Strength Category from
our DESSA screener. Students who fell into the Need category in the
fall were given either informal or formal social emotional support
this year. Per this data, that support assisted students with their
behavioral functioning and emotionality.
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Informal Screener- Likert Scale:
Baseline Data:

Teachers have identified “listening with attention” as their largest
area of need.
MidYear Update:
All classes have improved in ALL identified behavior domains at
Highland from fall to winter. Listening with attention continued to
be the area of need/focus.
Legend: Blue- Fall Data
Red- Winter Data
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June 2022 Update:

All classes have improved in ALL identified behavior domains at
Highland from fall to winter. Listening with attention continued to
be the area of need/focus.
Staff Professional Growth
Highland Staff will implement deescalation strategies, coupled with
positive reinforcements, in the classroom, in alignment with
Second Step, Responsive Classroom and Frank Picone’s work. This
will result in a decrease in office discipline referrals.
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Discipline Referrals:
Baseline Data:
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A positive bus rider reward system has been implemented to
decrease the number of bus discipline referrals.
K-2 Highland Teachers will increase capacity PowerSchool Unified
Classroom with increased capacity and alignment with indicators.
Highland Preschool Teachers will administer the CT Dots
assessment while building an increased body of evidence for each
student.

MidYear Data:

100% of Highland Teachers will show continued growth and
competence of online learning platforms including Seesaw, Lexia,
Google Meets,and various digital tools required to keep students
connected both in person or virtually, as needed, due to necessary
quarantines.
100% of Highland staff will participate in professional development
opportunities provided by the district.
100% of certified staff will participate in the PD offered by Frank
Piccone from CTARI. We will continue to focus on the ability of staff
to recognize “triggers” and their individual response. We will share
strategies for regulation and self-care. Frank will also conduct a PD
and then open Q and A series regarding implementing behavioral
strategies for challenging students.
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Behavior data has continued to trend downward since the beginning
of the year.
Spring Data:
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Behavior data, in general, at Highland was very positive this year.
We did see a small uptick in February/March. This may have
correlated to when many students’ families chose for them to stop
wearing their masks to school. Since March, we have trended
downward. In total, there have only been 75 office referrals for the
entire year at Highland.
Lexia Usage:
Baseline Data:
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Highland is currently averaging 90% of our students meeting weekly
usage goal (10/22/21).
Midyear Data:

Lexia usage has remained between 88-94% weekly at Highland
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School since September.
Spring Data:

Family Engagement
Highland Staff will communicate effectively and regularly with all
100% of families during the 2021-2022 school year.
Highland will show a 5% increase in the overall % of students, staff
and families who answer “Agree or Strongly Agree” to “There is
ongoing positive communication between families, students and
staff at the school”. 86% of Parents, Students and Staff said they
strongly agreed or agreed with this statement.

Rationale: COVID 19 Pandemic has altered the manner in which we
provide instruction to our students. Families need to be kept
informed, stay engaged, and communicate effectively with Highland
staff in order for safety and learning to occur.
MidYear Update: At this time, our climate survey results are not
back. A full assessment of Highland family engagement will be
completed by the end of the year. Highland continues to engage
families in a myriad of ways every week at Highland including a
weekly newsletter, videos, virtual evening read alouds, ongoing
PowerSchool messages, emails, phone calls and meetings.
Spring 2022 Update:
Staff- 97.8% mean positive endorsement of all district climate
questions
Parents- 91.3 % mean positive endorsement of all district climate
questions
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Highland will show a 5% increase in the overall % of students, staff
and families who answer “Agree or Strongly Agree” to “There is
ongoing positive communication between families, students and
staff at the school”. In the climate survey two years ago, 86% of
Parents, Students and Staff said they strongly agreed or agreed with
this statement. Now, 93.7% of families endorse this statement to be
true. The goal of a 5% increase was met and exceeded. 7.7% was the
increase, which exceeded the goal by 2.7%.
One area of focus is the question on the climate survey regarding
before and after school clubs. Only 79% of families felt there were
opportunities to be involved before, during or after school. Due to
Covid, there have been many restrictions on activities such as this.
In an attempt to increase this, we started a piloted running club for
2nd graders. There was a huge amount of interest and the club was
capped at 30 2nd graders. This club will be 6 weeks in total and we
are currently in our 4th week. It has been wildly successful, per the
report of students, staff and parents. We have 12 staff volunteers
and students are not only running during this one hour club on
Tuesday afternoons, but are learning about physical and mental
health and wellness. We look forward to resuming the club,
hopefully in a larger capacity, next fall. Additionally, we will resume
our other long standing clubs at Highland like our K kids, which
focuses on community philanthropy in alignment with our tow
Kiwanis Club.
Action Plan and Results Indicators
School Goals: Academic

Timeline

Person(s)
Responsible

100% of Highland students will show growth
Universal
in the area of literacy and mathematics as
Screening
E. Banach & Staff
measured by Star Early Literacy, Star
Fall, Winter, Spring
Reading & Star Math
Lexia usage will be monitored, work with
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All year

Classroom

Fiscal
Implications

Results
Indicators

Update
May 2021

STAR cost

Improved student
achievement &
decrease in below
benchmark data

Ongoing. Most
students showed
significant growth
in the areas of
Early Literacy,
Star Reading &
Math.

Lexia

Student progression

Lexia usage
20

Lexia consultant

Implementation of Running records for math
instruction
Use of Patterns of Power daily in K-2
classrooms

Use of Heggerty Curriculum daily in K and 1
classrooms.

Teachers

All year
Sept-June

Sept.-June

Use of STAR Spanish version of Early
Literacy to compare and target areas of need Sept., Dec., March
in our bilingual students
Specifically designed personalized
instruction based on formative assessment
data

SRBI tiered instruction based on results of
universal screening and progress monitoring
data/Tier 1 Action Plans

Monitoring of SRBI student progress using
Frontline, fidelity of instruction, and SMART
goals
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Classroom
Teachers
K-2 teachers

K-1 teachers

EL Teacher

Sept.-June

Classroom
Teachers

Sept.-June

Interventionists,
Classroom
Teachers
Social Worker
Special Friends

October -May

assessment
through levels. All increased all year,
paid for by
students should be
with Highland
district, use of
meeting weekly
being at the top of
consultant
goals set by Lexia.
the district for
daily usage.

SRBI Team
Interventionists
Social Worker
Classroom
Teachers

Standards/indicator
scores

Completed

PAST assessment
data

Completed

Heggerty
program cost

PAST Assessment
data

Completed, PAST
assessment data
showed very
positive growth in
both K and 1st
grade.

STAR cost

STAR Early Literacy
Assessment

Patterns of
Power
program cost

Unified Classroom
Grade Level
Collaboration

District
Curriculum
and texts

Used as needed.

Completed Tier 1,
school wide.

SRBI system was
tightened with
Universal screening
each student's
Progress Monitoring growth and needs
Data Analysis
being analyzed
and tacked on a
consistent basis.
SRBI system was
tightened with
Universal screening
each student's
Progress Monitoring growth and needs
Data Analysis
being analyzed
and tacked on a
consistent basis.
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Implementation of Bridges Math Curriculum

Implementation of Number Talks daily in K-2
classrooms

School Goals: Social/Emotional
100% of Highland Students will participate in
Second Step lessons weekly.

Daily behavior shout outs, bucket fillers,
Highland High Fives

October-June

Interventionists
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Completed

Math Interviews
Computational
Fluency
Assessments

Completed

Sept.-June

Classroom
Teachers

Professional
Development
Opportunities

Timeline

Person(s)
Responsible

Fiscal
Implications

Results
Indicators

Update
May 2021

Classroom
Teachers

Second Step
curriculum
bought by
district

Reduction in
conflicts during
recess

Completed

Weekly all year

All staff

Participation from
staff and students
for morning
Number of staff
announcements
participating daily
grew
are shouted out on exponentially all
morning
year and
announcements expanded to shout
outs for behavior
and academic
performance.

All year

E. Banach

Bus referrals
remained low all
Decrease in bus
year. Some buses
referrals /discipline
participated in the
write ups
bus shoutouts
more than others.

Fall & Spring data.
Flagged students

Highland mental
health team

All year

Bus rewards

DESSA

Universal Screening
Math: STAR and
Computational
Fluency
Bridges Assessment
Progress Monitoring

DESSA
SEL intervention for
purchased by
students in need

Completed
22

from mini had
longer assessment
completed

SEL SRBI process

district

Flagged student
from DESSA then
E. Banach,
go through
Highland mental
Highland SEL SRBI
health team
process

Tracked SEL
intervention for
students in need
Consultation SEL intervention for
fee
students in need

Completed

Frank Picone

8 hours this year

E. Banach, A.
Turner

Friday Spirit Wear

Weekly all year

E. Banach

Increase in staff
participation

Staff participated
regularly all year.

Increase of
regulation in
students with
known trauma
histories

Was not
completed due to
COVID.

Increase in staff
participation

Staff participated
regularly all year.

Consultation
fee

Completed

Child Guidance Bounce Back Program

Weekly all year

Mental health
team

Wellness Wednesdays

Weekly all year

E. Banach

School Goals: Staff Professional Growth

Timeline

Person(s)
Responsible

Fiscal
Implications

Results
Indicators

Update
May 2021

ELA, Math & SEL consultants: Literacy How,
TJ, Ann Elise and SEL consultant Mackenzie
B.

Scheduled
throughout year

District
curriculum
coordinators

Consultation
fees

Increase in
achievement

Completed

School Goals: Family Engagement

Timeline

Person(s)
Responsible

Fiscal
Implications

Results
Indicators

Update
May 2021

100% of Highland families will engage with
our school in meaningful ways during the
school year.

All year

E. Banach, all staff

Climate survey
results

Completed.
Climate survey
results were
extremely
positive, see
above for details.

Holiday Town Food Drive- collaboration with
Mary G. Fritz

Fall

All staff

Community
connection

Completed

Weekly Communication

All year

E. Banach

Climate survey
results

Completed.
Weekly emails,
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newsletters and
videos were done
all year.
Books with Mrs. Banach series

6 sessions this past
summer

E. Banach

Completed with
high parent
participation rate.

Social media

All year

E. Banach

Completed
weekly.

Communication Plan
Following Central Office and BOE approval, School Improvement Plans will be shared with teachers and staff following the Board of
Education presentation. School improvement plans will be shared with families through eblast and also linked to the Highland website.
School improvement plans and progress toward goals will be reviewed at PTAC meetings.
Progress toward goals will be shared periodically at faculty meetings.
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